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Year to Go for Fund Changes;
A Look at Floating NAV MMFs

Morgan Stanley Talks
Growth, New Products

With just a year to go until the centerpiece of the SEC’s 2014 Money Fund Reforms — the floating NAV and emergency
gates & fees — goes into effect (Oct. 14,
2016), we wanted to again summarize
some of the work done by fund companies
to date. We also wanted to focus on the
pending class of floating NAV funds,
Prime Inst MMFs in particular.
While it’s been a month since we’ve
seen any major announcements from
money market fund managers on reformrelated changes, there have been a flurry
of smaller moves, including liquidations,
name changes, share class launches, and
changes in investment guidelines. Among
these: PNC just merged its PNC Advantage

The October issue of our flagship Money
Fund Intelligence newsletter features an
interview with the cash management
team at Morgan Stanley Investment
Management — Managing Director
Fred McMullen, Managing Director &
Senior Portfolio Manager Jonas Kolk, and Executive Director of Product Management Scott
Wachs. Morgan Stanley,
which has been managing money funds since
1975, is the 7th largest Fred McMullen
global
institutional
MMF manager with over $120 billion in
assets. McMullen, Kolk, and Wachs talk
about Morgan Stanley’s industry leading growth over the past 5 years and
about new product development.

(Continued on page 2)

MFI: What is your biggest priority right
now?
McMullen: There are several priorities
— one is working with our clients to
help them strategize around the impending rate and regulatory changes.
Two is our focus on new product devel(Continued on page 3)
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SEC Finalizes Ratings
Removal from MMF Rules
The U.S. S.E.C. finalized
one of two remaining supporting rules for its July
2014 Money Fund Reforms, the “Removal of Certain References to Credit Ratings and Amendment to the Issuer Diversification Requirement in the Money Market Fund
Rule.” A press release says, “The Securities and Exchange Commission adopted
amendments to remove credit rating
references in the principal rule that
www.cranedata.com +1-508-439-4419
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Money Fund News
Schwab Shifting Sweeps to Banks.
According to an article in RIA Biz,
“Schwab Advisor Services told its 7,000
RIAs that it will liquidate the money
market holdings in their client accounts
and put the money in Schwab Bank [by
Dec. 1].” The move applies to households
with accounts under $500,000. Schwab’s
Joe Martinetto wrote in a recent “CFO
Commentary,” “Our initial plans call for
moving approximately $4 billion.”
Federated Buys Huntington. Consolidation continues in the money fund
space. Federated Investors announced it
is acquiring the money fund assets of
Huntington Asset Advisors, the 43rd
largest money fund family with about
(Cont. on page 3)
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governs money market funds and the
form that money market funds use to
report information to the Commission
each month about their portfolio holdings. The Commission also adopted
amendments that would subject additional securities to issuer diversification provisions in the money market fund rule.”
Thus, as expected, money funds’ “First
Tier” and “Second Tier” credit regime,
which required (roughly) A-1, P-1, F-1
ratings (or A-2, P-2, F-2), will be replaced
by a new “minimal credit risk” test that
doesn’t reference ratings. Note that the
(Continued on page 7)
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(Year to Go; Floating NAV from p.1)
Inst Govt MMF into PNC Govt MMF. Also,
Dreyfus changed the names of several
funds. In addition, Goldman Sachs FS Federal Fund changed its name to Goldman
Sachs FS Treasury Solutions on Oct. 1,
2015, and Fidelity recently provided another update to advisors on some previously
announced fund mergers. (See our MFI XLS
“Changes” tab, and see www.cranedata.
com’s Oct. 5 News, “Lull in Major Announcements, But Minor Moves Continue:
American, PNC.”)
While we have seen over $200 billion
worth of Prime funds announce that
they’ll convert to Government to date
(and some of these, like Fidelity Cash Reserves, are well underway), the vast majority of large Prime Institutional funds will
likely stay as such and adopt Floating
NAVs. We examine which portfolios will
float and highlight those that have not yet
announced their plans. Also, we explore
how much they might float — see the table
below of the largest funds and their
monthly “shadow” NAVs over 12 mos. (and
note the lack of movement).
One of the major concerns with Prime
Inst funds is the Floating NAV, which will go
into effect Oct. 14, 2016. But we have
been tracking Shadow NAV pricing over
the last several years and have seen almost no movement. The average shadow
NAV for the largest MMF portfolios has
been right at 1.0001 since the new rules
were announced in July 2014. So, while it
remains to be seen what happens with the
Prime Inst sector, data shows that there
won’t be much of any NAV movement.
A Recap of Who’s Remaining Prime Inst

© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.
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The largest Prime Inst portfolio, the
$116.2 billion JP Morgan Prime Money
Market Fund, intends to adapt the Floating
NAV. While Fidelity has not yet made any
announcements on how it will move forward with its Prime Institutional funds,
including the $65.5 billion Fidelity Institutional MM and the $47.8 Fidelity Institutional Prime MM, Fidelity’s head of fixed
income, Nancy Prior, has said that Fidelity
intends to have Prime Institutional funds.
(See the Largest Portfolios table on p. 6.)
The third largest Prime Institutional
fund, BlackRock’s $62.8 billion TempFund,
will also stay Prime Inst. BlackRock TempCash too will remain Prime Institutional,
but it will convert to a 7-day maximum
maturity fund, designed to reduce NAV
volatility. However, there have been no
announcements yet on BlackRock’s $41.0
billion Cash Institutional or $22.9B Cash
Prime portfolios to date.
Wells Fargo intends to offer 2 Prime
Institutional funds — the $38.6B Wells
Fargo Advantage Heritage Money Market
and the $11.1B Wells Fargo Advantage
Cash Investment MM. Also, State Street
will keep its $37.3B Institutional Liquid
Reserves as Prime Institutional. Finally, of
note, T. Rowe Price told ignites that it will
launch a new Prime Institutional fund.
In the “no-floating NAV” camp: Vanguard has said it won’t be offering any
Prime Institutional funds, though it had
almost $29 billion in its “Inst” share class.
This class saw assets drop by a shocking
$11.8 billion in Sept. to $17.2B. Also,
Deutsche will convert 5 of its Prime Institutional funds to Govt, leaving just the $113
million Deutsche Variable NAV MMF as its
only Prime Inst offering. Franklin and
(Continued on page 6)
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(Morgan Stanley Talks from p.1)
opment. We’re fortunate that we have a
large retail fund money fund lineup as well
as a large institutional fund lineup. Some
in the marketplace have to create new
retail funds to deal with the bifurcation
the SEC created
between institutional
and
retail investors. We don’t have to worry
about that, so we’re more freed up to
focus on new product development.
We’ve already announced some changes to our product lineup in response to the
regulations, and we’ve shared our views
on several aspects of the regulations and
the competitive landscape. A few months
ago, we provided clients our perspectives
on the announcements that several of our
competitors had made to date. We’ll soon
post a more comprehensive update on
our progress to date and on some of our
key product development issues. Three,
we are very focused on growing our European liquidity business.
MFI: What kind of growth have you seen?
McMullen: Most of the growth has been
on the institutional side. If you look at our
global institutional flows from the beginning of 2010 through the end of July of
this year, we’re up almost $72 billion. The
next largest competitor is [up] $34 billion
and there are only 5 or 6 other fund families that have positive flows in the global
institutional category over that time period. Some of the fund families have pretty
significant outflows, so we’ve been very
fortunate to grow the franchise in what’s
been a tough market.
Morgan Stanley’s commitment to and
focus on liquidity management has been
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the major driver. We thought that with
the strength of the Morgan Stanley franchise and the disciplined approach we
had to managing the funds, if we just put
the right distribution model in place, we
would be able to be successful over what
we thought were going to be some challenging years. We have focused on adding people to
the Team who have extensive direct relevant experience. For example, we brought Scott [Wachs] in … to
head up the product effort. He’s got 25plus years in the liquidity space and he’s
done a tremendous amount of work for
us on the existing product lineup and
product development.
MFI: What is the biggest challenge in
managing cash today?
Kolk: Clearly the biggest challenge today is
the interest rate environment and balancing
risk and return. In spite
of what the Fed didn’t
do on Sept. 17, we’re
still at an inflection
Jonas Kolk
point. At some point,
it’s likely that rates will rise. So that
brings into the thought process an evaluation of whether or not we’re being
properly compensated to extend out the
curve. We clearly feel that we haven’t
been, so generally we have been short
duration, shorter than the peer groups.
So balancing risk and return in this rate
environment is what makes our job especially challenging at this point in time. On
top of that is the uncertainty surrounding the timing and the impact of 2a-7
reform in terms of potential AUM
movement. We’ve already seen $200

billion or so in prime funds that are intending to shift to government funds.
MFI: What are you buying? Or not?
Kolk: Again, we don’t think that we’re
being compensated to extend duration with the uncertainty of the Fed’s liftoff decision. In terms of credit, we’re conservative with respect to the areas and
locations that we’ll invest. We have a
clear eye on headline risk — a perfect
example of that is China.
We do not invest in Chinese banks, as
an example, and I think that strategy has
been a smart one, certainly with the volatility that we saw coming out of that part
of the world in August. In terms of [the
Fed’s] Reverse Repo Program, from the
standpoint of how we manage our portfolios and how short and liquid we are in
most of our strategies, it’s a great investment tool to have, as we look for short
dated investment options. We’ve had a
consistent, disciplined investment strategy — defensive fund positioning, high
liquidity — against the backdrop of a rising rate environment and uncertainty in
terms of regulatory reform and AUM
movement. That’s a strategy that has resonated well with clients, and we expect
that as uncertainty persists going forward
it will become even more important.
MFI: What are you hearing from clients?
Wachs: There is a confluence of events
that are going on right now. It’s not
just money market fund reform, but it’s
also banking reform and Basel III. How
does that play into the treatment that
banks will have for deposits? What does
that mean for the availability of deposits
for clients going forward? Clients are becoming increasingly concerned about
(Continued on page 4)

$1.1 billion. This is the third money fund
acquisition that Federated has made this
year (others included Reich & Tang’s
MMF business and Touchstone’s Ohio
Tax Free MMF; see our 9/10 News).
More MMFs Go Government. American Century, the 29th largest MMF
manager, will convert its $1.4 billion Premium Money Market Fund into the US

Government MMF. Also, as expected,
the $12 billion American Funds Money
Market Fund filed to convert to American Funds US Govt MMF.
Money Funds Down in September.
Money funds assets declined in September by $22.0 billion, the first
month since April that assets have declined. Almost all of the Sept. decline
was Institutional. YTD, MMFs are down
$77.2 billion, or 3.0%.

Reich & Tang Buyout, Lawsuit. R&T,
which provides “amalgamated” FDICinsured bank deposits (and which exited the money fund business earlier this
year), is in the midst of a management
buyout from parent company, Natixis
Global Asset Management, according to
a statement. Also, another player in the
space, TCG Financial, was acquired by
Catalyst Funds. (See our News.)

© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.
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(Morgan Stanley Talks from page 3)
that. We already alluded to the interest
rate policy and the low interest rate environment — How long does that continue? We work with a lot of multinational
clients and certainly the negative interest
rate environment in Europe is a concern
for these clients.
MFI: Can you tell us about new products
or other new reform-related initiatives?
Wachs: There are still a lot of things
we’re working on relative to money
market fund reform. I think back to last
summer when the reforms were announced; we quickly kicked into gear. We
put into place a very large money market
reform project SWAT team with about a
dozen work streams. Since then we’ve
been working rigorously through those
work streams to prepare ourselves and
our clients for the implementation dates.
The big one is next October, where the
rubber really meets the road.
There [will be] new products that
we’ll be announcing shortly. There are
also some changes to the characteristics
of existing products. For example, our
institutional lineup has two Prime funds
today — Prime Portfolio and Money
Market Portfolio. We are working to determine and will announce how those
funds will trade going forward with respect to how many NAV strikes they will
have. I’m not aware of any manager that
has publicly committed to an NAV strike
schedule going forward. We have heard
from our clients as to how they would
like a prime money fund to look. We’ll be

(Money Fund News cont. from page 3)

Fitch on 2nd Tier MMF Markets.
Fitch Ratings released a report examining emerging money fund markets, including Korea, Mexico, Brazil, and India. It says, “Defying the developed
market downtrend are the emerging
markets, where money fund assets
have shown strong growth…. Brazil is
the fastest-growing market … having
almost tripled…. The Indian market has
rapidly expanded as well.” Also, Korean
money funds have increased sharply.
© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.
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aligning our two prime funds in a way that different clients in different segments in
makes sense for our clients.
different industries with different cash
Also, we were one of the first to be
flow requirements are goout there with most of the information
ing to want different solurequired by the new disclosure rules —
tions. We try to engage in
whether its market NAV or weekly asconversations with clients
sets. We’ve been displaying it on our
about all the possible soluwebsite for years now. The new regulations. We want to provide
tions require 6 months’ worth of history,
a compelling set of options
[so] we will have that information.
for the money that’s going
Scott Wachs
to
be in motion. The best
MFI: Where do you expect assets to flow,
way
we
can
do
that
is to have continual
post-reform?
dialogue
with
our
clients
as their thinking
McMullen: You’ve got to be engaged with
evolves.
clients continuously. But now that the
industry is going through a big transition,
you need to be in front of clients more
than ever. While we are starting to see
some regulatory related AUM movements, the client symposiums we are
holding tell us that clients are hesitant to
make any changes until they see a trend
emerge.
But you could have a scenario where
a significant amount of money moves
from prime funds to government and
treasury funds. When the regulations first
came out, clients were looking for that
direct substitute for prime funds that
would offer the same utility. Clients are
recognizing that there isn't a direct substitute, so an increasing number of conversations are focused on, “What alternatives do I have?” or “How do I bi-furcate
my cash going forward?”
Wachs: Certainly there is no perfect substitute for prime funds once the new
regulatory regime is implemented. But
more importantly, there isn’t a clear consensus on what the best option is —

S&P, BlackRock on European MMFs.
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services
writes, “European Money Market Funds
Display Resilience in Tough Times.” It
says, “Since the end of January 2015,
low yields, asset reallocation, changes in
business strategy, fund liquidations, and
the withdrawal of fund ratings have led
to a decline in the net assets of ‘AAAm’
rated MMFs in the 3 major currencies,
especially EUR MMFs.” (See News.) Also,
U.K.-based Treasury Today profiles
BlackRock’s Bea Rodriguez, who says,
(Continued on page 6)
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MFI: Tell us about your outlook?
McMullen: A lot is obviously contingent
on how clients respond to the regulatory
changes and the rate environment. It’s
not very clear exactly when and where
prime fund assets will move. So I think the
outlook for next year is fairly uncertain.
But we’re well positioned regardless. We
can’t control flows. But we do have a lot
of control over our new business development, and we’ve got a really robust pipeline. There are a lot of opportunities —
whether it’s funds or separate accounts
or some of the new products that we
have in front of us. If you look at the last
couple of years the industry’s been flat to
down, and we’ve been up. Our goal is to
continue to take market share no matter
what the environment.
Wachs: We are at a sweet spot in terms of
our size — we like to call ourselves right
sized. That means we have the scale to
meet our clients need without sacrificing
the easy and direct access we provide to
our portfolio managers, credit analysts,
and product experts. We can talk to them
about how we’re managing their money,
about their concerns in the market. That
access, along with the defensive way we
manage our portfolio, is the core of our
value proposition. 
MSIM Disclaimer: Any views expressed
are as of the date indicated and are subject to change at any time due to changes
in market or economic conditions and may
not necessarily come to pass. The views
expressed does not reflect the opinions of
all investment professionals at MSIM or
the views of the firm as a whole, and may
not be reflected in the strategies and products that the Firm offers.
Money Fund Intelligence October 2015
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With more than 30 years of experience, we
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(Status Check; Floating NAVs from p.2)
American also appear to be giving up the
floating “ghost”.
We still don’t know what a handful of
large money market firms are planning for
their Prime Institutional funds. While Federated has said it would make some of its
Prime Inst funds 60-day and under
“maximum maturity” funds, it hasn’t
declared on some of its Prime Inst funds.
In our profile this month, Morgan Stanley’s money market team said they are
looking at changing some of the characteristics on their two Prime Inst funds,
Prime Portfolio and Money Market
Portfolio, but nothing has been announced yet.
Goldman Sachs hasn’t made any announcements either on their Prime Inst
portfolios, including the $34.5 billion Financial Square MM and the roughly
$12.0 billion Prime Obligations. Further,
both Schwab and Dreyfus have said they
will have Prime Inst funds. But nothing
has been outlined yet, although Dreyfus
did say it is considering a 60-day maximum maturity fund.
(Money Fund News cont. from page 4)

“With negative rates, increasingly scarce
liquidity in the money markets and regulatory upheaval in both Europe and the
US, these are very challenging times.”
Households Hold Less MMFs. The
Federal
Reserve’s
quarterly Z.1
“Financial Accounts of the U.S.” survey
shows that the largest investor segment
of MMFs, Households, declined below
the $1 trillion level in Q2 for the first
time in a decade. Household shares
© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.
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A recent Pensions &
Investments article explains, “New rules requiring floating net asset values
and potential withdrawal
restrictions on institutional
prime money market funds
won’t take effect until October 2016, but some money managers and consultants are warning the time
to move out of them is
now. Among the issues
with delaying, they warn,
are the potential for investment losses
and reduced liquidity from a last-minute
rush to the exits that could negatively
affect the nearly $1 trillion … now in institutional prime funds.”
The story quotes Kimberly Gillett of
Towers Watson & Co. LLC, “I understand
why some people might have the perspective that it’s too early.... But it’s not
too early to have these conversations.
Decisions will need to be made, and if
you can already make the change to
Treasury and government money market
funds, it’s an easy change to make.”
Prime Inst Staying at 1/3 … For Now
As the chart on page 1 shows, Prime
Institutional assets are holding steady at
$854.2 billion or 33% of MMF assets.
They’ve actually increased over the past
year by $41.3 billion, or 5.1%, vs. 1.5%
growth for money funds overall. Of
course, future flows will depend heavily
on spreads, government supplies, and
whether investors adapt to the pending
floating NAV and emergency gates and
fees regime. 

decreased by $19.4 billion to $985.4
billion — or 38.2% of the $2.580 trillion
held in MMF shares. Only State & Local
Governments, Nonfinancial Noncorporate Businesses, and State & Local Government Retirement Funds gained.
Holdings Show Jump in Agencies.
Our Sept. Money Fund Portfolio Holdings, with data as of Aug. 31, show big
gains in holdings of Agencies (some
due to Fidelity Cash Reserves’ increasing Agencies by $9.4 billion). Repo de(Continued on page 7)
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Irish Funds’ CEO on CNAV:
Legitimate Reason to Exist
Our recent European Symposium in Dublin featured a session, “Money Market
Funds in Ireland,” with Irish Funds’ CEO
Pat Lardner and Regulatory Affairs Head
Patrick Rooney. Lardner commented,
“This is an international industry in its own
right…. It’s been our suggestion in this
reform package that you have to have
something that allows the banks to get
funding — that’s why there is a very
much a joining at the hip of the interest
of CNAV and VNAV parts of the industry
when it comes to funding underlying entities.”
He added, “We have a very steadfast
view that we must preserve the features
of CNAV money market funds because
they are valued by investors. If they are
valued by investors, and they provide a
source of funding into the economy, they
have a legitimate reason to exist and continue. We think that a vibrant and a wellstructured money market fund segment
that continues to provide for CNAV is important.” He hopes for a “viable solution.”
Rooney said on regulations and the EU
proposals, “The money market fund file
has been highly controversial and there
have been many twists and turns. Currently, we have 3 proposed alternatives
to CNAV, the Low Volatility NAV (LVNAV)
money market fund, the Public Debt
MMF, and the Retail CNAV MMF. The
problem is there is something with each
of those that needs to be addressed, so
we’re still in a difficult position. But if we
look back to the Commission proposal —
the capital buffer proposal, which would
kill CNAV funds — I’d like to think that
the debate is shifting to one around viable solutions for CNAV. So the road ahead
is still very challenging.”
He adds, “The EP's proposal must be
agreed to by the Council of Ministers then
it goes to the “trilogue” phase. So we
have some road to travel yet on this and
some very entrenched views to overcome. It’s all about striking the right balance and the onus is on the industry to
demonstrate to regulators how we have
addressed the key risks and how far we
have moved. We will continue to engage
Money Fund Intelligence October 2015
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appropriate standards.” The compliance
date is, as with the floating NAV and
new rule does not prohibit securities emergency gates and fees, October 14,
ratings and does not involve fund AAA 2016.
ratings. It just removes securities’ ratings Will (Former) Second Tier Grow?
language and mandates from the rules.
Will the elimination of references to
SEC Chair Mary Jo White comments first and second tier lead to money fund
on the new rule, “Reducing reliance on managers adding more formerly second
credit ratings to determine which securi- tier securities to MMF portfolios? The
ties money market funds can hold is an SEC writes in its final rules, “[C]
important part of our efforts related to ommenters expressed concern that rethese funds. These amendments also moval of the distinction and the limit on
remove credit ratings from one of the last second tier securities could lead to funds
areas of the Commission’s rules where purchasing more risky securities. [They]
they are referenced.”
cautioned that the lack of objective crite(SEC Finalizes Ratings from page 1)

‘Presents Minimal Credit Risks’
The SEC’s release says, “The money
market fund rule 2a-7 currently requires
money market funds to invest only in
securities that have received one of the
two highest short-term credit ratings or,
if they are not rated, securities that are of
comparable quality. The rule also requires a money market fund to invest at
least 97 percent of its assets in securities
that have received the highest short-term
credit rating. The amendments will eliminate these requirements. Instead, a money market fund is limited to investing in a
security only if the fund determines that
the security presents minimal credit risks
after analyzing certain prescribed factors.”
It adds, “The amendments will implement section 939A of the Dodd Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 which requires the
Commission to review its rules that use
credit ratings as an
assessment of creditworthiness and replace
those
credit-rating
references with other

ria … could make it more likely that money market funds would increase their exposure to riskier securities [and] produce
an incentive for money market funds to
reach for yield. [Other] commenters stated that revising the definition of eligible
security should mitigate concerns about
increased credit risk and decreased uniformity by creating a single standard for
identifying eligible securities, particularly
when viewed in conjunction with the proposed Form N-MFP disclosure requirements.”
We don’t expect the new rules to
cause much of a change on this front, but
that remains to be seen. The intent of the
SEC was to strengthen standards, not
loosen them. As the chart below shows,
62.3% of money funds are AAA-rated, so
they won’t be impacted by the new rules.
Over half, 53.3%, of Prime funds are AAA

(Money Fund News cont. from page 6)

BNY Mellon Unveils Repo Indexes.
Dow Jones writes, “BNY Mellon Unveils
Repo Indexes” which says, “Bank of
New York Mellon Corp. has introduced
a set of indexes tracking U.S. interest
rates on certain short-term loans known
as repurchase agreements…. Aggregated, publicly disseminated rates in the
repo markets are few and far between.”
  Crane Data’s Daily Money Fund
News http://www.cranedata.com. 

creased $2.5B to $555.8B, CDs were up
$1.1B to $537.2B, Treasuries increased
$3.3B to $434.0B, CP dropped $5.4B to
$406.7B, Agencies increased $29.8B to
$383.7 billion, Other holdings, primarily
Time Deposits, jumped $10.6B to
$249.0B, and VRDNs decreased by
$1.9B to $17.7B. (Note: our Sept. 30
Holdings data comes out Friday.)
© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.

(Continued on page 8)
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French MMFs Have
‘Continuum of Strategies’
As the US money market fund industry
braces for Floating or Variable NAV
funds, it can look to France, for some
insights into VNAV funds. France, with
$329 billion in MMF assets, is almost
entirely made up of VNAV funds. At our
recent Dublin conference, a session entitled, “French Money Market Funds and
VNAV” featured Charlotte Quiniou of
Fitch Ratings; Vanessa Robert of
Moody’s Investors Service; Thierry Darmon of Amundi; and, Yann Marhic of
Credit Agricole-CIB.
Quiniou said France the second largest money fund market in Europe behind Ireland and ahead of Luxembourg.
France has two classes of VNAV funds,
Short-Term MMFs and Standard MMFs.
Short-Term assets make up about 25%,
while Standard assets are closer to 70%,
said Quiniou. This is most likely driven by
the low yield environment in Europe as
investors [seek] higher yields.
Moody’s Robert discussed the key
differences between CNAV and VNAV
funds. [B]oth have to comply with ESMA
guidelines and both provide same day
settlement to their investors. Further,
they are similar in terms of the key
ratings factors…. “They have the same
investment objectives — to provide daily
liquidity and preserve capital,” said Robert. However, French MMFs tend to
have a lower credit quality and higher
concentration of assets than CNAV
funds. There is also no evidence that
VNAV funds are less prone to run risk,
she said. Among the differences between the French VNAV and European
CNAV markets is there is the potential
for more credit, market, and liquidity
risk in France. French MFs are not rated.
Darmon commented on the heterogenous nature of the French MMF industry. He said, “You will find a continuum
of strategies along the risk curve in the
money market fund industry. Whether
it’s today with negative yields or positive
yields, you always have a continuum of
offerings — from the very low end of the
risk scale to the frontier border between
money fund and bond management.” 
Money Fund Intelligence October 2015
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Brokerage Sweep Rates (9/30/15)

Top Bank Savings Rates (9/30/15)

Brokerage

Sweep Option

Rate

Money Fund

Yield

Institution

Rate% APY%

Ameriprise

Bank

0.01%

GMMXX

0.01%

Synchrony Bank

1.04%

1.05%

1

High Yield Svings

E*Trade

Bank

0.01%

JLEXX

0.01%

Ally Bank

1.00%

1.00%

1

Online Savings

Fidelity

FCash

0.01%

FDRXX

0.01%

Barclays

1.00%

1.00%

1

Online Savings

Merrill Lynch

Bank

0.01%

CMEXX

0.00%

American Express

0.90%

0.90%

10K

Morgan Stanley

Bank

0.01%

DWLXX

0.01%

Capital One

0.75%

0.75%

1

360 Savings

Raymond James

Min.

Account Name

High Yield Saving

CIP

0.01%

JPEXX

0.01%

Discover Bank

0.75%

0.75%

1

Money Market

Schwab

Bank

0.01%

SWMXX

0.01%

HSBC

0.10%

0.10%

25K

Premier Savings

TD Ameritrade

Bank

0.01%

WTOXX

0.01%

E*Trade

0.05%

0.05%

1

UBS

Bank

0.01%

RMAXX

0.01%

Crane Bank Index

0.70%

0.70%

Wells Fargo

Bank

0.01%

STGXX

0.01%

Complete Sav

Top 10 Bank Savings

Notes: Listings contain only high-profile, national rates.

Crane Brokerage Sweep

0.01% Crane Brokerage

Crane Brokerage Cash Index

0.01% Money Fund 0.01%

News: WSJ writes, “Will a Rate Rise Reach Money-Fund Investors?” It
says, “While rates have been near zero, managers … have waived

Notes: Sweep rates for $100K balances; taxable options only.

more than $30 billion of fees on MFs over the past 6 years…. If the Fed

For more details, see our weekly Brokerage Sweep Intelligence.

raises rates [funds] will need to decide how to divvy up … income.” 

Subscriptions

Calendar

Subscriptions to Money Fund Intelligence
are $500 a year and include web access to
archived issues and fund “profiles.” Additional users are $250; “site licenses” for
unlimited redistribution are $5,000. Visit
www.cranedata.com or call 1-508-4394419 to subscribe or add users.
Crane Data’s other products include:
Money Fund Intelligence XLS ($1K/yr),
MFI Daily ($2K/yr), Money Fund Wisdom
($3K/yr), MFI International ($2K/yr), and
our new Bond Fund Intelligence ($500/yr)
and BFI XLS ($1K/yr). MFI may not be
redistributed without permission. 

* AFP Annual Conference, Oct. 18-21,
2015, Denver, Colo. (www.afponline.org).
Visit Crane Data at Booth #300 and see
Peter Crane speak (w/Qualcomm’s Vicki
Fiegehen & Pacific Life’s Lance Doherty)
on “Floating NAV Money Funds & Cash
Alternatives” Monday, Oct. 19 at 10am.
* Money Fund University, Jan. 21-22,
2016. Boston, Mass. To register visit
www.moneyfunduniversity.com.
* Crane’s Money Fund Symposium 2016,
June 22-24. Watch for details on
www.moneyfundsymposium.com soon.
* European Money Fund Symposium,
Sept. 19-20, 2016. London, U.K. 

Crane Data
measures money …
and provides competitive
intelligence on money funds
& cash investments.
The publisher of Money Fund Intelligence
and producer of Money Fund Symposium
was founded in 2006 by money market
mutual fund expert Peter G. Crane and by
computer guru Shaun Cutts.
Our mission is to provide faster, cheaper
& cleaner money fund information.
Crane Data
112 Turnpike Rd. #303
Westborough, MA 01581
+1-508-439-4419
http://www.cranedata.com

© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.

People
* State Street's Fund Connect online
money fund trading portal is hiring an
Internal Sales Representative. E-mail Eric
Wolf for details. 

News (cont.)
(SEC Finalizes Ratings from p.7)
rated. But these numbers could change.
A shift from Institutional assets to Retail
during the “sorting” (reclassification)
process though could lead to a lower
percentage of AAA rated funds. We
could also see more funds could reduce
the number of multiple AAA ratings they
hold in order to broaden their investment
universe. (See our May story, “JPM
Streamlines AAA Ratings.”)
Finally, the Federal Reserve’s CP numbers show “Tier 2” commercial paper
totals just $69.1 billion vs. $481.8 billion
for “Tier 1” CP (the Fed’s definition differs
slightly from the SEC’s). Even an increase
in usage will still likely leave this sector
small in relation to other segments. 

Money Fund University
Jan. 21-22, 2016 Hyatt Regency Boston

Bond Fund Intelligence
Crane Data’s new publication that
tracks the bond fund marketplace. Contact us for a sample, to subscribe
($500/yr; $1K with BFI XLS), or for more
details. 
www.cranedata.com +1-508-439-4419
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Money Fund Intelligence Top Performance Tables
Top-Performing Prime Institutional Money Funds (ranked by 1-Year Return 9/30/15)

Top-Performing Treasury Institutional Money Funds (ranked by 1-Year Return 9/30/15)

Top-Performing Government Institutional Money Funds (ranked by 1-Year Return 9/30/15)

Top-Performing Prime Retail Money Funds (ranked by 1-Year Return 9/30/15)

Top-Performing Treasury Retail Money Funds (ranked by 1-Year Return 9/30/15)

Top-Performing Government Retail Money Funds (ranked by 1-Year Return 9/30/15)

© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.

www.cranedata.com +1-508-439-4419
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Money Fund Intelligence Top-Yielding Tables
Top-Yielding Prime Institutional Money Funds (ranked by 7-Day Yield 9/30/15)

Top-Yielding Treasury Institutional Money Funds (ranked by 7-Day Yield 9/30/15)

Top-Yielding Government Institutional Money Funds (ranked by 7-Day Yield 9/30/15)

Top-Yielding Prime Retail Money Funds (ranked by 7-Day Yield 9/30/15)

Top-Yielding Treasury Retail Money Funds (ranked by 7-Day Yield 9/30/15)

Top-Yielding Government Retail Money Funds (ranked by 7-Day Yield 9/30/15)

© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.
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Money Fund Intelligence Tables
Largest Taxable Money Funds (ranked by share class assets 9/30/15)

Largest Tax-Exempt Money Funds (ranked by share class assets 9/30/15)

Top-Yielding Tax-Exempt Money Funds (ranked by 7-Day Yield 9/30/15)

Top Gross-Yielding Taxable Money Funds (ranked by Gross 7-Day Yield 9/30/15)

Fund Additions & Changes

MMkt Inst and Inv, and Dreyfus Basic
NY Muni MMF were Liquidated.

merged into PNC Government MMF;
SEI Merged All Its B, C, and D Classes
Into A Classes.

The number of funds in MFI declined by
25 to 1,191. We deleted 27 funds and  Merged Funds: Dreyfus Worldwide
Dollar MMF merged into Dreyfus Liq-  Renamed Funds: Goldman Sachs FS
added 2. Assets tracked totaled $2.566
uid Assets Z; Dreyfus NY AMT-Free
Fed is Now Goldman Sachs FS Treas
trillion, which represents approximately
Muni
CM
merged
into
Dreyfus
NY
Muni
Solutions. Dreyfus renamed several
96.7% of all MMF assets.
Cash
Mg;
PNC
Advant
Instit
Govt
MM
funds. (See MFI XLS “Changes” tab.) 
 Deleted Funds: Forward US Govt
© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.
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Crane Taxable Money Fund Indexes (9/30/15)

Crane Tax Exempt Money Fund Indexes (9/30/15)

Money Fund Tables - Definitions & Formulas
Money Fund: Name of portfolio and share class; names may be abbreviated. (Note: diamond - indicates AAA rating by Moody’s, S&P and/or
Fitch.) Symbol: NASDAQ Ticker. If a fund has no ticker, we assign an ID with a number in it (e.g. AIM01). A symbol in italics indicates a new fund
to Money Fund Intelligence. Type: Fund category or objective. Prm=Prime (can invest in corporate debt); Gvt=Government (can only invest in
U.S. Government obligations); Trs=Treasury, can only invest in U.S. Treasury securities; TxE=Tax Exempt (Federal); Sta=State Tax Exempt (and
Federal); Ret=Retail (individual); Inst=Institutional (corporate). Funds are classified as Institutional or Retail based (roughly) on expense ratio
(<0.35%=Institutional; >=0.35%=Individual), minimum investment, and/or who they’re sold to. Assets: Total share class investments, in millions
of dollars. (Portfolio Assets & Fund Family assets are available in Money Fund Intelligence XLS.) AM: Average weighted maturity (in # of days).
Exp%: Total Expense Ratio (after waivers) as annual percentage, includes management, 12b-1, shareholder service and administrative fees. Information is obtained from fund accountants, fund management, and other sources. 7Day%: 7-Day (SEC) simple annualized yield in percent. Dividends paid over 7 days are added, divided by 7, then multiplied by 365*100 (for %). (To compound, use the SEC’s formula from Form N-1A. Effective Yield= [(Base Period Return + 1)365/7] -1.) Rank: Placement among Type (category) universes; 1= best performance. Ties are given equal rankings. Ranks apply to specific Type (i.e., Prime Individual). Note: Universe totals appear in Index rows. 1Mo: monthly total return (unannualized)
in %. 3Mo: 3-month cumulative (unannualized) returns in %. YTD: Year-to-date returns (unannualized in %). 1 Yr%: One year total return
(annualized, compound). 3Yr%: Average annualized returns for prior 36 months. 5Yr%: Average annualized total returns for prior 60 months.
10Yr%: Average annualized total returns for prior 120 months. Incept: Average annualized return since inception. Gross7: Gross 7-day yield in %
(simple), calculated by adding expense ratio to current 7-day yield (annualized). Crane Data is now tracking funds under $100 million. Crane Data
makes every effort to obtain accurate statistics and is not responsible for incorrect information. Information is obtained from multiple sources.
Money Fund Intelligence™ is for informational purposes only and is not investment advice. Prospectus should be consulted before investing.
Money funds are not guaranteed and may lose value. Italics indicates dated or estimated information. Contact us for more details (508-4394419) or stats@cranedata.com.

© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Taxable Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)

Money Fund Tables - Definitions & Formulas
Money Fund: Name of portfolio and share class; names may be abbreviated. (Note:  - indicates AAA rating by Moody’s, S&P
and/or Fitch.) Symbol: NASDAQ Ticker. If a fund has no ticker, we assign an ID with a number in it (e.g. AIM01). A symbol in italics
indicates a new fund to Money Fund Intelligence. Type: Fund category or objective. Prm=Prime (can invest in corporate debt);
Gvt=Government (can only invest in U.S. Government obligations); Trs=Treasury, can only invest in U.S. Treasury securities;
TxE=Tax Exempt (Federal); Sta=State Tax Exempt (and Federal); Ret=Retail (individual); Inst=Institutional (corporate). Funds are
classified as Institutional or Retail based (roughly) on expense ratio (<0.35%=Institutional; >=0.35%=Individual), minimum investment, and/or who they’re sold to. Assets: Total share class investments, in millions of dollars. (Portfolio Assets & Fund Family assets are available in Money Fund Intelligence XLS.) AM: Average weighted maturity (in # of days). Exp%: Total Expense Ratio (after
waivers) as annual percentage, includes management, 12b-1, shareholder service and administrative fees. Information is obtained
from fund accountants, fund management, and other sources. 7Day%: 7-Day (SEC) simple annualized yield in percent. Dividends
paid over 7 days are added, divided by 7, then multiplied by 365*100 (for %). (To compound, use the SEC’s formula from Form N1A. Effective Yield= [(Base Period Return + 1)365/7] -1.) Rank: Placement among Type (category) universes; 1= best performance.
Ties are given equal rankings. Ranks apply to specific Type (i.e., Prime Individual). Note: Universe totals appear in Index rows.
1Mo: monthly total return (unannualized) in %. 3Mo: 3-month cumulative (unannualized) returns in %. YTD: Year-to-date returns
(unannualized in %). 1 Yr%: One year total return (annualized, compound). 3Yr%: Average annualized returns for prior 36 months.
5Yr%: Average annualized total returns for prior 60 months. 10Yr%: Average annualized total returns for prior 120 months. Incept:
Average annualized return since inception. Gross7: Gross 7-day yield in % (simple), calculated by adding expense ratio to current 7day yield (annualized). Crane Data is now tracking funds under $100 million. Crane Data makes every effort to obtain accurate
statistics and is not responsible for incorrect information. Information is obtained from multiple sources. Money Fund Intelligence™ is for informational purposes only and is not investment advice. Prospectus should be consulted before investing. Money
funds are not guaranteed and may lose value. Italics indicates dated or estimated information. Contact us for more details (+1-508
-439-4419) or stats@cranedata.com.
© 2015 Crane Data LLC. All rights reserved.
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MFI Tax-Exempt Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Tax-Exempt Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Tax-Exempt Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Tax-Exempt Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Tax-Exempt Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)
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MFI Tax-Exempt Money Fund Tables (9/30/15)

Money Fund Tables - Definitions & Formulas
Money Fund: Name of portfolio and share class; names may be abbreviated. (Note: - indicates AAA rating by
Moody’s, S&P and/or Fitch.) Symbol: NASDAQ Ticker. If a fund has no ticker, we assign an ID with a number in it (e.g.
AIM01). A symbol in italics indicates a new fund to Money Fund Intelligence. Type: Fund category or objective.
Prm=Prime (can invest in corporate debt); Gvt=Government (can only invest in U.S. Government obligations);
Trs=Treasury, can only invest in U.S. Treasury securities; TxE=Tax Exempt (Federal); Sta=State Tax Exempt (and Federal); Ret=Retail (individual); Inst=Institutional (corporate). Funds are classified as Institutional or Retail based (roughly)
on expense ratio (<0.35%=Institutional; >=0.35%=Individual), minimum investment, and/or who they’re sold to. Assets: Total share class investments, in millions of dollars. (Portfolio Assets & Fund Family assets are available in Money
Fund Intelligence XLS.) AM: Average weighted maturity (in # of days). Exp%: Total Expense Ratio (after waivers) as annual percentage, includes management, 12b-1, shareholder service and administrative fees. Information is obtained
from fund accountants, fund management, and other sources. 7Day%: 7-Day (SEC) simple annualized yield in percent.
Dividends paid over 7 days are added, divided by 7, then multiplied by 365*100 (for %). (To compound, use the SEC’s
formula from Form N-1A. Effective Yield= [(Base Period Return + 1)365/7] -1.) Rank: Placement among Type (category)
universes; 1= best performance. Ties are given equal rankings. Ranks apply to specific Type (i.e., Prime Individual).
Note: Universe totals appear in Index rows. 1Mo: monthly total return (unannualized) in %. 3Mo: 3-month cumulative
(unannualized) returns in %. YTD: Year-to-date returns (unannualized in %). 1 Yr%: One year total return (annualized,
compound). 3Yr%: Average annualized returns for prior 36 months. 5Yr%: Average annualized total returns for prior 60
months. 10Yr%: Average annualized total returns for prior 120 months. Incept: Average annualized return since inception. Gross7: Gross 7-day yield in % (simple), calculated by adding expense ratio to current 7-day yield (annualized).
Crane Data is now tracking funds under $100 million. Crane Data makes every effort to obtain accurate statistics and
is not responsible for incorrect information. Information is obtained from multiple sources. Money Fund Intelligence™
is for informational purposes only and is not investment advice. Prospectus should be consulted before investing. Money funds are not guaranteed and may lose value. Italics indicates dated or estimated information. Contact us for more
details (+1-508-439-4419) or stats@cranedata.com.
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